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AFFORDABLE HVAC AND PLUMBING SERVICES BY MEP DESIGN SERVICES IN INDIA
HVAC (heating, ventilating, and air conditioning) is a term that deals with the climate control of a structure. In some part of the world, HVAC will also be used
to refer to plumbing and electrical issue. The heat, ventilation, and air conditioning of a structure are all interconnected. The aim of HVAC sevice is to provide
an architectural structure with a high quality of indoor air, as well as tremendous thermal properties and competitive installation costs. 

A modern home or office building is properly and economically heated, ventilated and air-conditioned. It is able to create its own climate for the comfort of
its inhabitants. This kind of convenience and brilliance in design is brought about by the systematic conceptualization and implementation of HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning) sevice principles. Modern architecture has makes use of convenient and practical principles, applications, and designs. It
creates intelligent homes, buildings and infrastructure - meaning light and energy are conserved through carefully planned and wired furniture, electronics
and equipment. 

HVAC Services includes Load Calculation (Cooling and Heating), HAVC duct design & its layout, Design and layout of accessories such as diffuser, dampers,
grills etc. and also layout of duct system on floor plan, accounting for the direction of joists, roof hips, fire-walls and other potential obstructions. HAVC
Services also Calculating required water flow, size the pipes, decides fittings locations and dielectric isolators where needed to design the piping system and
layout of piping system. A system that is built with HVAC properties can also reduce the amount of infiltration that is present in a structure. In most modern
buildings, either one or multiple HVAC parts systems will be used. 

Plumbing Design involves the implementation of plumbing fixtures into a house during the planning stages. Plumbing design means getting involved on the
ground floor and working with other home design professionals. The result is a conglomeration of efforts to make a home as efficient as possible. The goals of
plumbing design include various plumbing products form, function, and safety above all. Someone involved in plumbing design must have the capacity to see
the bigger picture and integrate their designs into the overall design of the home.

A plumbing designer is an engineer that is charge of planning the big picture of plumbing in building, reservoirs and other situations dealing with water. In the
process they will work with architects, engineers, plumbers, and other designers. Their charge being to design the most efficient and effective plumbing
systems in the new structures. The materials they choose on include pipes, tanks, valves, pumps and other means of channeling water as needed.

Plumbing Services includes domestic water system, waste water system, riser diagram, storm water system. Plumbing engineering services ranging from
design, drafting to roughins. Mechanical Electrical Plumbing (MEP) Design Services add value to our client’s business by providing them the competitive edge
by offering these high quality plumbing products & plumbing design services at reduced/lower cost in India.

MEP Design Services is a Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO) firm providing Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) engineering services focused on /
dedicated to Mechanical Drawing, Computer Aided Drafting and Design. We are known for our high quality, cost effectiveness and time bound mep
engineering services complemented by state-of-the-art facilities. We serve as an extension of your mechanical engineering and HR department. Get discount
40% to 60% on your projects!!

If you have any queries about our MEP (Mechanical Electrical Plumbing) Design services, please visit http://www.mepdesignservices.com/ 
Please feel free to Mail us and avail up to 40% to 60% on your projects.
E-Mail: info@mepdesignservices.com

 


